
As I sit here drafting my 
September newsletter 

submission, I cannot help 
but think of many of our 
members who are sick, in 
the hospital or have passed 
on. I would ask that we all 
keep our members in our 
thoughts and prayers since 
many are battling various 
illnesses.  I was really 
saddened to learn of the 
passing of a dear friend, 
Walter Murphy. Many of 
you never had the pleasure 
of meeting Walter, but he 
was a long-time member 
of the KCWG and was also 
an incredibly generous 
benefactor of the Guild. My 
own personal experience 
with Walter goes back 
quite a few years and I 
can say he was a standout 
guy, husband, father, 

grandfather and all around 
genuinely nice human 
being. You will be missed 
my friend.

On the subject of safety, 
I am taking a stab at the 
trending topic…. COVID 
19. As some of you may 
know, I was tested positive 
a couple weeks back and I 
am among most cases that 
have survived without any 
severe symptoms. While I 
do not know how or where I 
was exposed, I have a rather 
good idea and it was due to 
my being lax in wearing a 
mask and maintaining the 
recommended 6ft. social 
distance. Since we have re-
opened the shop, we have 
asked that you wear your 
masks and do your best to 

SEPTEMBER SAFETY NEWS

maintain that 6 ft. social 
distance while in the shop. 

Sometimes that may not be 
possible, but please do your 
best. The biggest challenge 
we face is unknowingly 
getting exposed. People 
who have the virus, may not 
know they are contaminated 
and proceed to continue life 
as normal. Just one person 
can possibly infect dozens 
of people without knowing 
it. That is how virus’ work. 
My own experience of the 
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COVID is not a very severe 
experience. My symptoms 
were a mild cough, achiness, 
headache and a loss of 
the sense of taste or smell 
and no appetite. My cough 
progressed to a deeper lung 
cough, but that has been 
a fact of life for me for the 
last 10 years since I was 
diagnosed with pneumonia. I 
have to say, the COVID virus 
is nothing to mess with, but 
it really has not been any 
more serious than a case 
of the flu. I am fortunate in 
that regard. Please know that 
we are taking the necessary 
precautions in the shop to 
protect our members while 
using the shop. Please be 
reminded that we need you 
to wear a mask while in the 

shop, use the hand sanitizer 
while in the shop and 
maintain the requested 6 ft. 
social distance. These are 
the minimum steps we can all 
take to avoid being infected 
or possibly infecting someone 
else. If you were in the shop 
and believe you have been 
exposed or contaminated, 
please be sure to let us know 
so we can inform those that 
were using the shop while 
you were there. Contact 
tracing is required by the 
KCMO Health Department 
should we have anyone get 
exposed. According to what I 
have been reading, there are 
those who are asymptomatic 
who could be infecting 
others without knowing it. 
Until we have been given the 

all-clear, masks and social 
distancing will be required 
in the shop. If you are one 
who has a compromised 
immune system or have 
any pre-existing health 
conditions that might put 
you at greater risk, please 
refrain from coming into the 
shop. Likewise, if you are 
exhibiting any of the known 
symptoms, please refrain 
from coming into the shop 
until you have been tested 
and confirmed negative.

I look forward to seeing 
everyone back in the shop.
Stay Safe!

LIBRARY NOTES AND 
COMMENTS

Barns of Missouri (call #2568), 
The Guide to Woodworking 

with Kids (call #2148), and 
Scroll Saw Holiday Patterns 
(call #3222) have been donated 
to the Guild and are listed in 
the online catalog and are on 
the shelves.  We have received 
magazines collections from two 
former members (donated by 
Marian Van Vleet whose husband 
has passed and donated by 
Glen Ferguson).  Organizing the 
magazines is a work in progress.

There will be a Library 
Checkout 3 ring binder 
on the Library desk if 
you would prefer to use 
that instead of using the 
computer.  Items that are returned 
should be placed in container on 
the desk marked "Returns" and 
we will take care of them.    

If you have trouble getting a book 
checked out  or any other Library 
issue please send an email to: 
librarian@kcwoodworkersguild.

Don Steele
Librarian

org  -or-  library@kcwg.org.

There is container of hand 
sanitizer on the Library desk if 
you need to use 
that. 
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First, let me say that there are still 
a couple of slots left in the Ben 
Hobbs Queen Anne Chair class.  
If you are on the fence, this is 
the opportunity that you need to 
take to get your skills to a whole 
new level.  Don’t let it slip by!

Next, you may know that in the 
montly meeting, I am planning to 
take the reins and share a little bit 
of what I know. 

If you read all the newsletters, 
several months ago I brought 
up some unfinished projects.  
The side table that I ended up 
finishing a few weeks ago is one 
of the pieces from the article, so it 
was definitely nice to get it done.

Of course I typically don’t 
go the simple route, and for 
this table I added quite a few 
embellishments, which I will 
discuss on the 23rd.  Today I will 
focus on the gadrooning, which 
is the decorative molding below 
the apron.

Gadrooning is essentially a series 
of convex shapes, one after the 
other, usually connected with 
a corresponding concavity. It 
is a classical element that has 
been used, at least since the 
Renaissance, and it shows up 
repeatedly in furniture from the 
Chippendale area, which in 
the Americas was usually in the 
second half of the 18th century, as 
was the Philadelphia card table, 

“HOBBS”ERVATIONS

attached.  

I hope to demonstrate this in the 
program, but even if it seems 
complex, it breaks down into 
several very simple steps.  Here’s 
a quick how-to:

1. Start by creating a simple 
half-round molding. For 
the side table I used a 5/8” 
roundover bit with a hand-
held router, making sure 
there was plenty of width for 
clamping and installation to 
the bottom of the table rails. 
This could also be cut by 
hand, rounding over with a 
hand plane.

2. Next, lay out diagonal lines, 
spacing consistently and then 
draw the lines by hand.  The 
spacing is open to your own 
personal taste, but keep in 
mind good proportions.  For 
the side table I spaced them 
about ¾” each.  For later 
reference, place a tic mark on 
the bottom of the molding as 
well.

3. Next, using carving 
gouges, hollow out every 
other concave section.  Keep 
in mind that the gouge cuts 
well going downhill, or with 
the grain, and not so much 
against the grain.  Take your 
time and get used to the 

process to avoid too much 

tear-out or chipping (FIG 1).

4. Now round over the convex 
sections with chisels.  Shallow 
gouges or flat chisels can be 
used.  At this point I like to 
smooth out the moldings with 
a file, which helps in the next 

step (FIG 2).

5. The next step is to 
reestablish the layout line, 
using the tic marks on the 
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Continued on page 4



bottom (FIG 3).

6. Now take the same 
gouge that was used for the 
hollows and cut the bottom 
of he molding, carrying the 

concave section through the 
bottom.  Not all gadrooning 
has this feature, but it does 
add more life to the carving 
(FIG4).

7. Using a v-chisel, carve 
right down the re-established 

layout lines, creating a clear 
division between the convex 
and concave lobes of the 

molding.  The v-tool can be 
tricky as it by nature cuts with 
the grain on one side of the 
chisel and against the grain 
on the other side (FIG 5)

8. Lastly, re-round over the 
concave sections, and the 
carving is complete (FIG 6).  
Some minor cleanup may be 

necessary, but keep in mind 
that it is hand-carved!

So, like many things in 
woodworking, something that at 
first glance might seem complex 
or too “artistic”, can be broken 
down to several systematic 

Cal Hobbs
Vice President

Kansas City Wood-
workers’ Guild

Continued from page 3 steps which makes things more 
manageable.  And the good 
thing is that you can practice.  
It’s only wood, right?  Happy 
woodworking.  Cal
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Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Attend the

VIRTUAL 

SEPTEMBER

GENERAL  

MEMBERSHIP

MEETING
from the 

comfort 

of your 

home

Wednesday, 
SEPTEMBER 16 , 
2020 at 7:00pm

https://kcwg.org/videos

https://kcwg.org/videos


SANTA
’
S WORKSHOP & HOLIDAY SALE

Do you make something folks would want to buy? Start 
building your inventory. Here’s your opportunity to 

make some Christmas sales. Saturday, November 14 & 
Sunday, November 15, 2020, 10:00am - 6:00pm

KCWG and KCWT are jointly hosting a Santa’s Workshop 
& Holiday Sale. 

We are providing a unique opportunity to build a toy with 
Santa, instead of just “meeting” him. This will also introduce 
the child to the process of making a wooden toy. Additionally, 
we will introduce parents to our shops with the potential of 
new members for both KCWG & KCWT.

There will be more details next month, but current plans are 
as follows:

Children will be given a block of wood then proceed to 
each roped off station that will be “manned” by a KCWG 
Woodworker “Elf.” 

They will proceed through six stations to change the block 
into a toy truck.

Then into the hand-tool room to glue on pre-made cab 
backs, truck beds, and wheels (similar to Christkindle or 

Makers Faire) and of course meet Santa. On their way out 
of the hand-tool room they will have a hole drilled in the 
middle of the truck bed. KCWT members will provide a 
lathed top that will fit into the hole. So the kids get two gifts 
in one, thank you KCWT.

On exiting the hand-tool room, there will be the Holiday 
Mart with hand-made unique Christmas gifts, so attendees 
can get that special gift for that “hard-to-buy-for” friend or 
family member.

Each vendor will need to decorate their table/workbench 
to make it “Christmas” to attract buyers, and vendors will 
provide their own money collection. 

Tables will be limited, exact number TBD, for social 
distancing in our normal meeting space area. Anyone 
interested in having a table to sell your stuff, contact: mike.
mccauley.kcwg@gmail.com

Each person entering the Guild must wear a mask. We will be 
checking temperatures on entering, providing hand sanitizer, 
and practicing social distancing, unless restrictions change.

So start building your inventory and a sign 
up for helper “Elves” will be posted soon.

Mike McCauley
Secretary KCWG
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FINANCIAL UPDATE

The Guild’s finances are returning to normal.  
Membership for August was over $1,000 for the first 

time since March and class registration payment were 
above $3,000.  The Guild ended August in the red by 
a little over $1,200 but that is an improvement.  It has 
been a changing year, but we remain financially sound 
and look forward to membership renewal starting in 
November and the year ahead.

Planning for next year will start in October with the 
creation of the 2021 budget.  Budgeting for next year will 
encompass more guess work than normal but I am sure 
we are up to the job.  If you have thoughts or suggestion, 
please contact anyone on the leadership committee.

This is also a good time for you to consider becoming 
more active in the administration of the Guild during 
the coming year.  There are always jobs that need to be 
managed and the more members that are involved the 
easier it is to spread the workload.  If you are interested, 
please contact any member of the leadership committee, 
and get involved.

The Guild is also in the process of negotiating a new 
lease.  The current lease ends in May 2021 and we 
would like to have a new lease well before that date.  The 

lease will be different 
since we have a new 
landlord, Copaken 
Brooks.  The Copaken 
Brooks lease contains a separate line item for common 
area maintenance (CAM) charges.  CAM charges can 
include items like landscaping, snow removal, building 
maintenance, repairs, property taxes and so on.  The 
landlord wants to include items and we want to exclude 
items and cap the charge.  The CAM becomes another 
item that need to be agreed upon.  Nothing has come up 
that would suggest an agreement cannot be reached. It 
will just take a little more time and effort.  We will update 
you as the process moves forward. 

Please look at the Monthly Statement of Operation in the 
Members Only area of the Guild website.  The purpose of 
the monthly statement is to keep you informed on the Guild’s 
financial condition and 
to let you know the 
sources of revenue and 
the payments made.  If 
you would like additional 
information in the report, 
please let me know.

Gary
Mielke

Treasurer
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Mark

Crowley
Webmaster &

Assistant Directior of 
Communications

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE NEWSLETTER THIS 
MONTH?

Our beloved Newsletter Editor/Communications 
Director, Ron Haw gave us all a scare when 

we found out through his wife Mary that he was in 
the Hospital.  Thankfully Ron is much better and is 
back to directing the communications operations.  
Unfortunately for the Guild, Ron has asked me to 
produce the September Newsletter.  Please note 
that as I write this, I have never used the newsletter 
software and we only have a week to get the 
newsletter out.  What could go wrong?  Everything.  

Fortunately, Ron himself is going to bail me out 
and put together the September Newsletter.

Ron please get better fast.  For the Guilds’ sake 
(and mine).



SPONSOR CORNER

Katsura Cutlery located in Houston, TX is a 
manufacturer of kitchen knives and knife blanks 

manufactured of high carbon steel forged by heating 
and folding the metal multiple times in a Damascus 
pattern.  Damascus steel knives are considered the 
knife of choice by many chefs due to its durability.  
Katsura Cutlery will provide a 10% discount for 
Guild members.  Please contact them at service@

katsuracutlery.com. 

In addition to our listed Sponsors whose logos 
are shown below, we also receive donations from 
businesses that provide Guild members with discounts 
on purchases by individuals but are not registered as 

SPONSORSHIP NOTES

Sponsors.  These contributors are appreciated and 
are listed below.  Please contact me regarding errors 
or omissions from the following list of contributors:

• Amazon Smile (Kansas 

City Woodworkers Guild)

• Katsura Cutlery
• Liberty Hardwoods
• Lee Valley
• Metro Hardwoods

• Phillips Safety Products 
Paxton Lumber

• Schutte Lumber
• Superior Grinding

Duane Miller
Director of Spon-

sorship
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FROM THE MEMBERSHIP DESK
By Jim Berard

Pro-Rated membership dues go into effect August 1st for new members for the balance of 2020.

            

Guild members Mike Resch and Tim Locke 
teamed up to answer a request from an area 

Vietnam Era Veterans 
group. “Doc” Pustka 
approached Tim 
Locke about a suitable 
plaque to properly 
display the Purple 
Heart decoration. After 
a couple of meetings 
a design was drafted 
based on a photo from 
Doc by Locke’s piping 
designer. 

Craig Arnold got Woodcraft (a Guild sponsor) to 
supply the purple heart lumber at a nice discount 
to retail pricing.

Mike Resch stepped up to provide the CNC design 
and routing methods, then Mike routed the plaques.

Tim Locke sanded the plaques to prepare for finish.

The most difficult part of the project was getting 
the purple heart lumber back to purple. In case you 
have tried cutting purple heart the interior is brown.
Based on internet searches a number of methods 

were tried to regain the rich natural purple color 
expected without a great deal of success so Craig 

Arnold was called again who recommended some 
tinting methods.

Several methods were presented to “Doc” who loved 
them all. “Doc” took all seven trials and distributed 
to members of his Vietnam Era Veteran’s group of 
Purple Heart 
recipients.

COMMUNITY SERVICE
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Locke
Member-at-Large
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We all face those times when your 
day doesn’t go as planned. On a 

recent Saturday when I was planning 
on heading out to the guild to perform 
afternoon foreman duties, I was having a 
pain in my right leg. I tried to ignore the 
pain but soon decided that it was in my 
best interest, and yours, that I pass on 
my obligation for the day. Fortunately, 
Chuck was able to find someone to cover 
for me so that the shop didn’t need to 
be closed and I thank him and whoever 
stepped in for your help.

As my evening progressed the pain, an 
infection as it turns out, grew steadily 
more uncomfortable and by 4:00am 
justified a trip to North Kansas City 
Hospital courtesy of the Gladstone Fire 
Dept. As I write this on Sept 3 rd , 12 days 
later, I’m beginning to feel like joining 
the world again and heading home to see 
if the dog still remembers me.

Mark Crowley has stepped up to assume 
my Communications Director’s duties and 
Barb Hinton and others have assumed 
my Monday foreman duties.  I am so 
thankful to my friends at the guild who 
have offered their thoughts and support 

to Mary and 
me and have 
included us in their 
prayers. This has 
been a life challenging event for our 
family, and I encourage everyone who 
sits in the background to step forward 
and get more involved. We spout a lot of 
things to new and potential members but 
I’ve found out first hand that I’m involved 
in an organization that not only supports 
woodworking but supports its members, 
in way more than just hollow words.

On another front, please remember that 
our monthly membership meetings are 
going to held online. Due to an earlier 
water main break, we also lost our internet 
connection so many of us weren’t able 
to participate in the meeting.  Hopefully 
we have the connection fully restored for 
this month’s meting.  Tune in at this link: 

https://kcwg.org/videos

Thank you all, and I hope to see you in 
the shop soon.

COMMUNICATIONS
REPORT

Ron Haw
Director of 

Communications

& Newsletter

Editor 

https://kcwg.org/videos


Charlie Baul is a 14 year-old student 
member of KCWG, nephew of Chris 

McCauley, grandson of Mike McCauley, 
and great-grandson of Jim McCauley, all 
four generations are Guild members.

Charlie’s Eagle Scout Project was to  

create and install 24 -  4”x 4” x 48” trail 
marker posts at Cave Spring Park located 
at Gregory and Blue Ridge Blvd.

Charlie needed to use pressure treated 
posts due to ground contact so his prep 
work could not be done at the Guild. 
However, he utilized skills learned by 
observing as a student member of the 
Guild.

He used a Miter Saw to cut the 8’ posts 
in half. Then used a sliding Miter Saw 
to chamfer the top of each post so rain 
would run off and for asthetics.

He then had to program a CNC machine 
to custom engrave all four sides of the 
posts. His grandfather helped by using 
carving tools to ‘clean-out’ the letters. 
Then each set of vertical lettering had to 
be hand painted inside the groove paths 
left by the CNC engraving, with exterior 
enamel.

Charlie used a 
drill press with 
a Forstner bit to 
create a 1/4”x 2” 
disk in each marker 
that was painted 
with specific trail 
color. He also used 
another Forstner bit 
on the opposite side 
to inlay a 1.5” laser 
engraved coin that 
indicated it was his 
Eagle Project, his 
Troop number, the 
year of installation 
and his name. Each 
post received four coats of Spar Urethane 
for outdoor protection.

Installation day was June 6, 2020 with 
eight family groups, 25 workers, installing 
24 trail markers.

On August 19, 2020 Guild Member, 
Charlie Baul, passed his board of review 
and became an Eagle Scout.

STUDENT GUILD MEMBER IS NEW EAGLE SCOUT
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Products Available at 

Bloomer Hardwoods
• Ash 4/4 & 8/4

• Cedar Aromatic 

• 4/4, 8/4, & 12/4

• Cherry 4/4, 8/4 & 12/4

• Maple 4/4

• Pecan 4/4 & 8/4

• Red Oak 4/4 & 8/4

• Walnut 4/4 & 8/4

• White Oak 4/4

• Plywood for Cabinets

• And many other Local 

Hardwoods• Log Milling

• Custom Drying 20,000 bf

• Planing

• Straight lining

• Glued Panels

• Wide Belt Sanding

• Profile Replication

• Custom Moulding

• Template matching of existing pattern

Offered Services

Phone:  816.330.3596

13585 45 Highway, Platte City, MO 64079     

Hours:  MONDAY - FRIDAY  8:30am - 4:30pm



The September meeting will be YouTube. I 
apologize for the technical difficulties we had in 

getting the August meeting online. 

We think the giant geyser created when a water 
pipe burst in the parking lot may have damaged 
the Google Fiber line. And, for today, all is well 
and expected to work on meeting night...fingers 
crossed.

Our planned presentation is from Guild vice 
president, Calvin Hobbs.

The Guild has teamed up with the Kansas City 
Woodworkers Association to present Santa’s 
Workshop and Sale on November 13 and 14 at 
the Guild.  

If you’ve ever wanted to try selling the items you 
make, here’s your chance. Guild secretary, Mike 
McCauley, is Santa and will lead young, aspiring 
woodworkers in building a toy truck. We’ll need 
Guild volunteers to assist Santa in the building of 
the toy trucks.

More details to come.

The shop is still open and really hasn’t seen too 
many periods of full capacity of 10 members 
plus the shop foreman. During my open shop on 
Tuesdays, I’ve had as many as eight members. 

Are you planning to make Christmas gifts this year? 
The time is now to start them. The Guild’s shop 
activity really picks up after Thanksgiving, so don’t 
delay. 

That’s it for this 
month, see you in 
the shop.

PRESIDENT
’

S COLUMN

Craig Arnold
President

Kansas City 
Woodworkers’ 

Guild

I hope that you were able to catch the August 
program because the chips were really flying - 

flying out more than 20 feet I am told. Unfortunately, 
there were WiFi issues and some of you may not 
have been able to watch it live. Personally, I’m 
hoping to get them back to teach some classes in 
making bowls and spoons with a grinder as well 
as making an adze for hollowing out bowls and 
chair seats. May have to run the class outside or 
they do teach classes at their home location, I 
think. They would definitely add to our diversity of 
woodworking class subjects.

For September, our own nationally-renowned 
Calvin Hobbs will be showing us what he did 
to modify a project that started out as a Guild 
class project. One great thing about Cal giving a 
demonstration is that he has a lot of experience 
and information in his head and we can all learn 
more than what the original intent of the program 
was. I’m not sure just what Cal will be doing, but 
if it is anything like the Skill Builder that he did on 
carving a decorative piece for a chair front, than 
you will be glad that you tuned in.
And if you don’t get enough of Cal in September, 
we’re planning on hosting his Dad in October. 
Those are two professional Woodworkers that are 
known around the country and we are so lucky to 
have them present to us.

There is also a very good chance that we will have 
a November program from an actively producing 
wood shop in which all the equipment is belt-
driven. They are in Humboldt, Kansas, but some 
of us plan to drive down and record a program and 
also have the owner/operator here 
in KC for our November meeting.

Stay safe and stay 
healthy!

SEPTEMBER MEETING 
PROGRAM

Matthew Nowak
Director of Programs 
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FIRST NAME .......LAST NAME ........HOMETOWN .............. STATE............. MEMBERSHIP ............... JOINED

Yann ................... Aguirre ..............Kansas City .................. MO ................... Sawdust .......................9/9/2020

Randy ................. Chapman...........Fairway ........................ KS .................... Sawdust .....................8/19/2020

�eresa ............... Coyle .................Lansing ........................ KS .................... WW+ .........................8/16/2020

Patrick ................ Gleason .............Gladstone ..................... MO ................... Sawdust .....................8/20/2020

Steven ................. Hoover ..............Liberty ......................... MO ................... Benefactor ...................9/8/2020

Daniel ................ Hull ...................Kansas City .................. MO ................... Sawdust .....................8/19/2020

Jordan ................ Johnson .............Kansas City .................. MO ................... Sawdust .....................8/30/2020

Terry ................... Johnston ............Lansing ........................ KS .................... WW+ .........................8/16/2020

Koleton .............. Krueger .............Overland Park ............. KS .................... WW+ .........................8/31/2020

Anders ................ Meyer ................Leawood  ...................... KS .................... WW+ .........................9/11/2020

Derek .................. Niemann ...........Weston ......................... Mo .................... Sawdust .....................8/18/2020

Michael .............. Sarber ................Kansas City .................. MO ................... Sawdust .....................8/21/2020

Scott ................... Shelton ..............Raymore  ...................... MO ................... Senior ........................8/29/2020

Current Membership:  829

PLEASE WELCOME THESE 13 NEW MEMBERS 
WHO JOINED THE GUILD IN THE PAST MONTH
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SEPTEMBER 2020 OPEN SHOP SCHEDULE
day September Date 9am 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9pm

Tuesday September 1 Gary Creek Craig Arnold Kara Paris

Wednesday September 2 Roger Bartlett Roland Mohler Scott Engelmann 3:30 LC Meeting

Thursday September 3 Gary Mielke Basic Woodworking

Friday September 4 David Bleier

Saturday September 5 Mike Jones George Rexroad

Basic Skills Class

Sunday September 6 Chuck Saunders Chris McCauley

Powertool SIG

Monday September 7 Ron Haw Gary Strohm

Tuesday September 8 Matt Nowak Ron Lomax Craig Arnold Mike Falkner

Safety Comm Mtg

Wednesday September 9 Bob Caldwell Roland Mohler Scott Engelmann 3:30 Scrollsaw SIG

Thursday September 10 Gary Mielke Basic Woodworking

Friday September 11 Ed Stewart Barb Hinton

Saturday September 12 Dave Kraatz Norm Carpenter

Sunday September 13 Rob Young Mark Waugh

Monday September 14 John Johnson Ron Haw Woodturners General Meeting

Tuesday September 15 Gary Creek Craig Arnold

Wednesday September 16 Roger Bartlett General Meeting

Thursday September 17 Gary Mielke Basic Woodworking

Friday September 18 Mike McCauley Marselle Bredemeyer

Saturday September 19 Dave Kraatz George Rexroad

Sunday September 20 Chuck Saunders Chris McCauley

Monday September 21 Jerry Thompson Ron Haw Gary Strohm

Tuesday September 22 Matt Nowak Ron Lomax Craig Arnold Mike Falkner

Carving SIG

Wednesday September 23 Bob Caldwell Roland Mohler Scott Engelmann 3:30 Kevin Thomas

CNC SIG

Thursday September 24 Gary Mielke Basic Woodworking

Friday September 25 Ed Stewart Rick Chandler

Saturday September 26 Dave Kraatz Ron Haw David Bleier

Sunday September 27 Rob Young Handtool SIG Wayne Peterson

Safety Orientation

Monday September 28 Ron Haw

Tuesday September 29 Gary Creek Craig Arnold Rick Chandler

Wednesday September 30 Roger Bartlett Roland Mohler Scott Engelmann 3:30



day October Date 9am 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9pm

Thursday October 1 Gary Mielke Basic Woodworking

Friday October 2 David Bleier

Saturday October 3 Mike Jones George Rexroad

Basic Skills Class

Sunday October 4 Chuck Saunders Chris McCauley

Powertool SIG

Monday October 5 Ron Haw Gary Strohm

Tuesday October 6 Gary Creek Craig Arnold Kara Paris

WednesdayOctober 7 Roger Bartlett Roland Mohler Scott Engelmann 3:30 LC Meeting

Thursday October 8 Gary Mielke Basic Woodworking

Friday October 9 Ed Stewart Barb Hinton

Saturday October 10 Dave Kraatz Norm Carpenter

Sunday October 11 Rob Young Mark Waugh

Monday October 12 John Johnson Ron Haw Woodturners General Meeting

Tuesday October 13 Matt Nowak Ron Lomax Craig Arnold Mike Falkner

Safety Comm Mtg

WednesdayOctober 14 Bob Caldwell Roland Mohler Scott Engelmann 3:30 Scrollsaw SIG

Thursday October 15 Gary Mielke Basic Woodworking

Friday October 16 Mike McCauley Marselle Bredemeyer

Saturday October 17 Dave Kraatz George Rexroad

Sunday October 18 Chuck Saunders Chris McCauley

Monday October 19 Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class -- No Open Shop Gary Strohm

Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class -- No Open Shop

Tuesday October 20 Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class -- No Open Shop Craig Arnold

Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class -- No Open Shop

WednesdayOctober 21 Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class -- No Open Shop General Meeting

Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class -- No Open Shop

Thursday October 22 Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class -- No Open Shop Basic Woodworking

Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class -- No Open Shop

Friday October 23 Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class -- No Open Shop Rick Chandler

Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class -- No Open Shop

Saturday October 24 Ben Hobbs Queen Anne Chair Class Ron Haw David Bleier

No Open Shop

Sunday October 25 Rob Young Handtool SIG Wayne Peterson

Safety Orientation

Monday October 26 Ron Haw

Tuesday October 27 Matt Nowak Ron Lomax Craig Arnold Mike Falkner

Carving SIG

WednesdayOctober 28 Bob Caldwell Roland Mohler Scott Engelmann 3:30 Kevin Thomas

CNC SIG

Thursday October 29 Gary Mielke Basic Woodworking

Friday October 30 Norm Carpenter

Saturday October 31 Mike Jones

OCTOBER 2020 OPEN SHOP SCHEDULE
TEN

TAT
IVE
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VISIT THE KANSAS CITY WOODWORK-
ERS GUILD 
ONLINE AT

www.kcwg.org

President ................................. Craig Arnold  ..............................................president@kcwg.org

Vice-President ........................ Cal Hobbs  ........................................... vicepresident@kcwg.org 

Secretary ................................ Mike McCauley  ......................................... secretary@kcwg.org

Treasurer ................................ Gary Mielke  ...............................................treasurer@kcwg.org

Member-at-Large ................... Tim Locke  ........................................memberatlarge@kcwg.org

Director of Events .................. Chris McCauley ............................................. events@kcwg.org

Director of Membership ......... Jim Berard .............................................membership@kcwg.org

Director of Sponsorship ......... Duane Miller  ........................................ sponsorship@kcwg.org 

Director of Training ............... Norm Carpenter ............................................ training@kcwg.org

Asst Director of Training ....... Brent Murphy ......................................... assttraining@kcwg.org

Director of Programs .............. Matt Nowak ............................................... programs@kcwg.org

Director of Assets ................... Chuck Saunders ............................................... assets@kcwg.org

Director of Safety ................... Mike Jones ...................................................... safety@kcwg.org

Director of Communications .. Ron Haw ........................................ communications@kcwg.org

Asst Dir of Communications . Mark Crowley ................................ communications@kcwg.org 

Newsletter Editor ................... Ron Haw .................................................. newsletter@kcwg.org

Web Master ............................ Mark Crowley ......................................... webmaster@kcwg.org

Librarian ................................. Don Steele ...................................................... library@kcwg.org

BOARD & LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE
GUILD

ACTIVITIES

AT THE SHOP:

CLASSES HAVE 

RESUMED ON A 

LIMITED BASIS &

OPEN SHOP 

SESSIONS 

RESUMED ON 

JUNE 1, WITH 

MODIFIED 

RULES. ALWAYS 

CHECK THE 

GUILD WEBSITE 

BEFORE 

LEAVING 

HOME TO BE 

SURE THAT A 

SCHEDULED 

EVENT IS 

ACTUALLY 

TAKING PLACE.

Kansas City Woodworkers Guild Website ......................................................... https://kcwg.org

Guild Training and Available Classes .................................................... http://kcwg.org/classes/

Members Only Section (Password Rqd) .............................. http://kcwg.org/member-only-area/

Guild Photo Upload Center ....................................https://member.kcwg.org/photo-submission/

Place a Classi昀椀ed Ad ................................................................................. classi昀椀eds@kcwg.org
GUILD Online Auction Page ................................................https://member.kcwg.org/auctions/

KCWG Facebook Page ........................................................ https://www.facebook.com/kcwwg

KCWG Videos ........................................................................................https://kcwg.org/videos

August Online Membership Meeting ...  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m27fmm4X83s

ESSENTIAL LINKS & SERVICES
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